hen Dutch designer Robert van de Wiel began his hunt for

bright: the'Cyan'model has already been sold and the'Ballroom',

a new bicycle in 2011 , he did not know that it would lead

the first ladies' model, has just been completed.

to a second business, a high-end product and "a fixation

The bikes' unique selling point is their individuality and exclusivih:

tor things on two wheels". But that is exactly what happened when he

each bike has its own name, history and appearance and only 12 will

and his business partner Jeroen van lJzendoorn visited Munich for a

be made each year. The designers pay close atlention to all the details

management meeting.

beginning with the quest for 'the

Searching for the new bil<e in their spare time, the

right frame'. This involves findine

hvo constantly stumbled across vintage bikes and, with

models that are suitable for trany

their love of all things retro, soon came up with a creative
business plan.

"lt all added up to the idea of Moosach

in

formation by scouring sheds and
ilicking through pages online.

the time it took to drink a good Cerman beer!" says van
lJzendoorn.

Branching out from their day job at their own online
marketing agency Factor Tachtig, the two decided to
transform vintage frames into new, design-led bikes

under the name Moosach. So far, the outlook seems
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Each bike has its own
name, history and
appearance and only 12
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To create the
new Moosach,
allthe moving
parts of the old
frame are removed
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the defined design," says van lJzendoorn.
He adds that, since the two are both quite visually orientated,
they will l<now immediately whether combinations will turn out to be
a success or not. "We get our inspiration from almost everywhere -

think architecture, hospitality, racing, graphic designs, and so on," he
adds. "We can't help ourselves, we're constantly aware of our envi-

ronment. But equally important is the bike itself, its history, its
original form. Some of that has to be reflected in the Moosach it
turns out to be."
To create the new Moosach, all the moving parts of the old
frame are removed. Then the frame and front fork - after being
stripped - get a new coat of paint. From this point the vintage
frame is kitted out with brand new parts. Every bike is a oneI

off; all Moosach bikes come with one set condition - that

is,

fixed or free (one-gear) riding.

When the

The bikes themselves are a niche product and, at

frame is found, it is exam-

each, will be something of a luxury. However, The

ined to see if it meets all
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the requirements. "The

Netherlands has a strong biking culture, and the target customers are those looking for a second bicycle for show, enjoyment

overall vibe and quality,

but also the story of the
original owner, are taken
into account," says van de
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Wiel. "lf we are convinced

and urban cycling. "This type of customer is always looking
for novelty and has started

to move away from
anonymous products by

of a bike's Moosach-potential, then the bike gets a spot - in its origi-

large-scale factories," says van

nal condition - on site."

lJzendoorn.

Once sa{ely in the office, the designers give great consideration

"We believe a product with

to the bike's colour and parts. They create sketches, colour palettes

a story is something people

and moodboards to find the new look, and let the old frame and its

are looking for. They want to

history inspire them. One bike might be given bright colour contrasts,
while another may receive a more muted color treatment. "lt is as

enormous anonymity of fac-

much gut feeling as a list of technical details. The story always makes

tory products without a soul

the difference," van de Wiel explains.

- to be different to the rest. A

make a statement against the

When the new Moosach's specifications have been drafted on

Moosach is a one-of-a-kind

paper, the two designers hunt for the right parts from a ranSe of sup-

product and fits that bill." I

pliers. "These are top-notch, no-nonsense parts that match up with

j

www.moosach-bikes.nl
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